
Scale Library for Ableton Live 
Scale Library is a collection of presets for Ableton Live’s Scale device, far more complete than the presets 

provided with Ableton Live. Presets in the library cover 399 different scales from all over the world and for 

all music genres, from the modes of the Major and Minor scales to pentatonic scales, Japanese scales, 

Indian ragas, and more. 

The source used to create these preset has been The Scale Omnibus, a 460-page textbook that contain tons 

of information about all these scales and the relationships between them, what chords they fit best, 

historical notes and a lot more. You can download it from here: https://midi2themax.gumroad.com/l/scale-

omnibus. 

 

Library Structure 
The library describes 399 distinct scales, and you have two distinct presets for each scale, with or without a 

trailing “=” in the name. More precisely, presets without a trailing “=” are similar to those that come with 

Ableton Live and that quantize non-scale notes to the nearest scale note, whereas presets with a trailing 

“=” block non-scale notes and prevent them from reaching the next Live device in the same track. Except 

for this (important) detail, the two presets are identical: 

 

 

The Scale Library comes as a ZIP file that contains six main sub-directories, with or without a trailing “=” in 

their name. This structure lets you quickly find the correct version of the preset you are looking for:  
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The Scale by index and Scale by index = directories contain 399 presets each; all presets are prefixed with a 

numeric index so that they are listed in same order used for The Scale Omnibus book: 

 

The Scale by name and Scale by name = directories contain the same 399+399 files, but without the 

numeric prefix and therefore scales appear in alphabetical order: 

 

Finally, the Scale by type and Scale by type = directories also contain the same presets, but they are further 

organized in an additional directory level that reflects the chapters in The Scale Omnibus textbook:   

 

To recap, the library comes with 399+399 unique preset files, but each one of them is provided as three 

identical copies (or 2,394 files in total). While these duplicates may appear as a waste of disk usage, 

consider that each preset file is under 1K, therefore the actual overhead is only about 1.5 megabytes. If you 

are not interested – for example – in the flexibility offered by alphabetical or indexed classifications, you 

might just delete the corresponding directories after installing the library (see next section).  

Here is an interesting detail: regardless of the directory they belong to, all presets files have been stamped 

with a date-time value that reflects the order in which they are listed in The Scale Ominibus, therefore in 

any moment you can list scales in that order by sorting files on the Date Modified field: 



 

 

Installation 
Installing the Scale Library requires just a few simple steps: 

1) Locate the directory where Ableton Live stores presets for the Scale device. 

 

This directory is usually /Users/username/Music/Ableton/User Library/Presets/MIDI Effects/Scale on 

Mac systems and C:\Users\username\Documents\Ableton\User Library\Presets\MIDI Effects\Scale 

on Windows computers. In both cases, the username portion of the path should be replaced by the 

name you used for login.  

 

However, some advanced users may have decided to use a different path. If in doubt, just check the 

path stored in the Preferences dialog: 

 

 
 

2) Uncompress the ScaleLibrary.zip file in the directory found at previous point. 



3) Go back to Ableton Live, ensure that the Browser is visible, click on User Library item (in left sidebar), 

then open the Presets > MIDI Effects > Scale nodes in the tree to the right. The following structure 

should appear: 

 

 
 

4) (This step is optional) As explained in previous section, the library contains six subdirectories that allow 

you to find the correct preset by its name, type or the order used inside The Scale Omnibus textbook. If 

you are not interested in this kind of flexibility, you might want to delete some of such directories.  

That’s it! … you can now double-click on any preset to insert a Scale device for that scale in current track. 

Or you might drag any preset onto an existing Scale device, as you do with any Live preset. 

If you are a serious Ableton Live user, you might want to check MXL Pack, a collection of over 40 MIDI Max-

for-Live devices: https://midi2themax.gumroad.com/l/mxl-pack.  
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